
Bagger Mill

Roll and Store Grain at the
Same Time With One Machine
• Store rolled grain economically in 5’, 6.5’ or 8’ diameter bags.
• Rolling high moisture grains helps the ensiling process.
• The time proven RENN™ Roller Mill with our efficient Grain Bagging system.
• Choose the roll and roll groove connguration you require - from 2  to 15    
 grooves per inch.
• Unique grain tunnel and loading system loads and packs high moisture grain 
  efficiently. 
• Grain placement, hydraulic brake pressure and loading pressure create a well 
 packed consistent product. 
• Available with 24” or 30” wide rollers and 5’, 6.5’ or 8’ grain tunnels.
• Optional 40% differential drive for optimum particle size.



Heart of the RENN Roller Mill 
For the last 60 years the heart of the RENN Roller Mill has 
been its precision-machined 16” diameter rolls. The large di-
ameter provides more rolling area per revolution compared 
to other brands of roller mills with their smaller diameter 
rolls. RENN Roller Mills save you time and money year-after-
year by rolling more grain per hour with less horsepower.

RENRENN’s unique chill-cast rolls are our latest advancement in 
rolling technology. These centrifugally-poured, chill-cast 
rolls give you the wearability of cast rolls with the enhanced 
serviceability of removable shafts and end plates. Our inno-
vative design team has developed an alternative to the con-
ventional solid core cast roll; incorporating a 16” diameter 
casting that has a 3” thick sidewall.   This new roll has the 
performance and wearability of chill cast rolls with the ad-
vantage of a lower power requirement and better econom-
ics as you are no longer paying for the unusable part of a 
roll; the center core.

The RENN Roller Mill design is proven for operator efficiency 
and serviceability. The RENN worm drive roll adjustment 
allows for easy roll gap adjusting while the RENN leaf spring 
holds the rolls in place for maximum rolling capacity. After 
thousands of tonnes of work the rolls can be pulled for ser-
vice in minutes due to RENN’s tip up top hopper and split 
frame design, regrooved and quickly reinstalled for thou-
sands of tonnes of more trouble free rolling.

The performance of the RENN Roller Mill is second to none. 
The 16” diameter RENN Roller Mill will always outperform 
any small diameter roller mill.

RENN… listening, learning and leading
FFor decades RENN has been a global leader in the design 
and manufacturing of agriculture equipment. From its 
modern manufacturing plant in rural central Alberta, RENN 
connects directly with farmers – listening and learning from 
their on-farm experience to continuously improve its prod-
ucts.

RENN’s close client relationships and its commitment to the 
integrity of its products have won over customers through-
out western Canada and around the world. Clients know 
that every RENN product delivers proven performance, de-
pendability and serviceability. That’s what makes RENN the 
leader in a constantly evolving market.
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